Introduction and Definitions.
The purpose of the present paper is to study some properties of the restricted measurability [5] and to show that a Radon measure similar to that of [4] can be constructed with the help of the notion of the restricted measurability. Before we go into details, we write out, for the sake of completeness, a few definitions and notations some of which are borrowed from the above papers and the standard texts such as Halmos [1] and Kelley [2] . 
where p. is a measure on X. Then 9 is a measure on X generated by g and S> [3] .
Theorems and Corollaries.

THEOREM. -Product of two ^-partitions F 15 a ^par-tition F.
Proof. -Let {E^ and |F^ be two a-partitions F, then for every E of F (X(TE) = 1 pi(TE n E,) and pi(TE) = ^ pi(TE n F,)
*=l i=l
whenever T c X. Since S ^(TE n E, n F,) = S g S ^-(TEF, n E,) j == S t^(TE n F,)
-t^TE), the proof is complete. 
Proceeding in this way, we ultimately obtain pi(TE) = [<TE n Ei) + a(TE n Eg) + ... = S ^(TE n E,). i
This proves that |Eij is a pi-partition F.
Conversely, suppose that |Eij is a pi-partition F. Then for every E of F and T c X, we have pi(TE) = ^ [^(TE n E»). 
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So, (JL(TE) = (X(TE n Ei) + t^(TE n ^uEsU ...|) = (<TE n Ei) + t<TE nEi).
This shows that Ei is a pi-set F. Similarly, it can be shown that each E», i ==2,3,. . . is a pi-set F.
Proof. -Let the partition ^Ei] be a pi-partition F, then each E, is a pi-set F. Since F is pi-convenient, by Theorem 3.4 [5] , a pi-set F is a pi-set. So, each E( is a pi-set and consequently the partition |Eij is a pi-partition |p. 48 [l]j.
In the following two theorems, we shall suppose that p metrizes X. Proof. -It follows from Theorem 3.4 [5] that each open set is a pi-set. Let A and B be two sets with d(A, B) > 0.
Let a be an open set such that A c a and a n B == 0. Then pi(AuB) == pi(|AuB^ na) + ^(|AuB| ~ a) == piA + piB.
In the following theorems, we shall suppose that X is a regular topological space and S> be a base for the topology. for each E ofF.
Proof. 
Proof. -(i) If a is any open set, by definition
9*(a, E) = sup 9(C, E) < 9(a, E). 9(C, E)< 9*(a, E), so 9(6, E) < y*(C, E).
Therefore, if C is compact, <p(C, E) == 9*(C, E). But, it is clear that for any compact C, <p(C, E) < oo and hence 9*(C, E) < oo.
( Also, 9*(a, E) == sup 9(6, E).
C compact
CCa
Therefore, since X is regular, there exists a closed compact set Ci c T n a such that <p*(T n a, E) <; 9(Ci, E) + £• Similarly, there exists a closed compact set Cg c T' ^ Q such that 9*(T -Ci, E) < <p(C,, E) + s.
So, 9*(T n a, E) + y*(T -a, E) < 9*(T n a, E) + 9*(T -C,, E) < 9(C,, E) + 9(^2, E) + 26 = 9*(Ci u Cg, E) + 2e, by Theorem 2.6 < 9*(T, E) + 2e < 9*(T, E) + 3£.
Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, this shows that a is 9*-measurable. The other properties are evident. This proves the theorem. for each E of F.
THEOREM. -If
Proof. -Let A be open and so it is 9*-measurable. Hence 9*(AuB, E) = 9*t(AuB)nA, E| + 9*|(AuB) -A, Ej = 9*(A, E) + 9*(B, E).
2.9. THEOREM. -J/*X is a metric space, then 9* is a metric outer measure.
